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I. INTRODUCTION 

Intent 
The H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, Inc. (“Moffitt”) requests information and 
qualifications from interested entities as a first step toward identifying a qualified development 
team to advance the first of several anticipated private development projects in Phase 1 of Moffitt’s 
Pasco Innovation District project that will break ground in early 2023. 

Pre-submission Conference  
Moffitt Cancer Center will hold an informational pre-submission conference via Zoom on Thursday, 
November 10, 2022, at 11AM ET. Attendance at the pre-submission conference is not mandatory. 
Zoom details are provided below.  

If you plan to attend the Pre-submission Conference, please RSVP by emailing rfp@moffitt.org with 
the following information: 

• Name  
• Title 
• Company name 
• Phone number 
• Email address 

 
Zoom Meetings Details 
- Meeting URL: https://moffitt.zoom.us/j/97873026214 
- Meeting ID: 978 7302 6214 
- Or dial by phone: 1 312 626 6799  

 
Moffitt may hold additional informational meetings with all development teams at any time prior 
to the RFIQ submittal due date. At this time, all informational meetings are anticipated to be held 
virtually, the specifics of which will be emailed to all known recipients of this RFIQ. See below for 
more details on the current schedule for the RFIQ.  

Deadline for Questions 
November 11, 2022, at 6PM ET. Please submit all questions in writing by submitting them via email 
to rfp@moffitt.org with subject line: “RFIQ Pasco Innovation District Project”. 

RFIQ Submittal Due Date and Time 
Submittals are due December 23, 2022, at 2PM ET via email. Submit one original submittal prior 
to the date and time specified in this RFIQ via email to rfp@moffitt.org.  

Moffitt assumes no responsibility for delay in submission of the response to this Request for 
Information and Qualifications (RFIQ) electronically. Submittal of responses by mail, personal 
delivery, courier service, or fax is not acceptable. 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/-aWcCgJK61fAkg9Nio71JF?domain=moffitt.zoom.us
mailto:rfp@moffitt.org
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RFIQ Requirements 
See details in Section VI for detailed requirements. Submissions that do not meet minimum 
requirements, content, and quality standards of this RFIQ, or take exceptions, may be eliminated 
from further consideration. 

Process  
After completion of the RFIQ, the most qualified development teams, as determined by Moffitt, will 
be invited to respond to a future RFP that will seek specific proposals for the Phase 1 projects 
outlined in this RFIQ. Sample agreements and/or term sheets will be provided with the future RFP 
(or as an addendum), and development teams will have the opportunity to provide comments about 
the sample terms and conditions provided in those documents.  

As a part of this RFIQ, Moffitt may select development teams to participate in an interview to discuss 
their qualifications and implementation approach. Details will be provided, as appropriate.   

The following represents the current schedule for the RFIQ. Although Moffitt intends to adhere to 
this schedule, it is subject to modification at any time at Moffitt’s sole discretion.  Respondents will 
be notified of any changes in the schedule via an Addendum issued by email.  

MILESTONE DATE 

Release of RFIQ 10-31-2022 

Pre-qualifications Conference at 11AM ET  11-10-2022 

Deadline for Receipt of Questions at 6PM ET 11-11-2022 

Deadline for Receipt of Information and Qualifications Packages at 2PM ET    12-23-2022 

 

This RFIQ does not constitute a call for bids, a final contract, or a legal commitment. 

 

[End of Section] 
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II. BACKGROUND, VISION, AND GOALS 
A. Background | Moffitt Cancer Center  
The H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, Inc. (“Moffitt”), located in Tampa, Florida, 
began operations in 1986. As an academic and research medical center, Moffitt is a National 
Cancer Institute (NCI)-designated oncology research institute in Florida and one of the Southeast’s 
leading cancer centers. Moffitt is Florida’s only National Cancer Institute-designated Comprehensive 
Cancer Center, and one of only 30 leading cancer centers in the U.S. participating in the National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN).  

Moffitt’s existing facilities are located in Tampa at Moffitt’s Magnolia Campus (25 acres), McKinley 
Campus (30 acres), and McKinley Hospital Campus (22 acres). Outside of its Magnolia and 
McKinley campuses, Moffitt also has three (3) patient care locations and three (3) clinical 
partnership locations (see additional information in the appendix of this document). Moffitt’s existing 
campuses comprise an inpatient facility, ambulatory outpatient surgery center, ambulatory clinics, 
a cancer screening facility, and research laboratories. Moffitt offers a sophisticated network of 
services and technologies that provides regional citizens with convenient, cost-effective, high-quality 
health care. Moffitt currently serves a 15-county catchment area of West Central Florida, defined 
by the county-of-origin of the majority of its patients, accessibility and distance to Moffitt, and 
population growth.  

Since opening its doors in 1986, Moffitt has become a regional economic engine, employing more 
than 7,700 and generating more than $2.4 billion in direct economic output. A summary of Moffitt 
is included below. An overview of Moffitt can be found in the appendix of this RFIQ. 
   

Clinical Impact   
• More than 598,000 outpatient and screening visits in fiscal year 2022, a more than 100% 

increase since 2009 
• Over 86,000 total unique patients seen in 2021, a 78% increase since 2009  
• Experience in treating more than 100 unique cancers and conditions 
• Patients treated from 67 counties, 50 states and 130+ countries 
• Five locations within the state of Florida 

Research Impact 
• Over $140 million in extramural funding as of June 2022 
• Over $588 million in state, federal & commercial grants since fiscal year 2013 
• 400+ active clinical trials 
• Moffitt received its highest score ever by the National Cancer Institute in 2021 

Partnership & Collaboration  
• Moffitt’s recruitment of partners includes national and international entities and a broad 

universe of life science and pharmaceutical firms, including over seventy (70) partner 
collaborations through sponsored research, intellectual property & clinical trials. 
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Figure 1 | Select Moffitt Partnerships and Collaborations 

 
Source: Moffitt Cancer Center 

 
• Moffitt is engaging a broad range of partners across multiple sectors for the Pasco 

Innovation District: 
o Biotechnology, bioengineering, life sciences 
o Pharmaceuticals  
o Contract Development and Manufacturing Organizations (CDMOs) 
o Radiology, radiation oncology and particle therapy 
o Cell therapy and cell manufacturing 
o Clinical Research Organizations (CROs) 
o Academic and research institutions  
o Training facilities and student housing  
o Ultra-low temperature biorepositories  
o Digital technologies, data storage and cybersecurity 
o Artificial intelligence and machine learning  
o Hospitals and hospital systems  
o Continuum of Care (CoC) 
o Business incubator and accelerators  
o Venture capital and private equity  
o Real estate development and investment entities 
o Government and public sector partnerships  
o Amenities  

 
Moffitt’s workforce is comprised of a diverse and robust group of individuals across full-time and 
part-time employees, medical residents, volunteers, students, and interns, all engaging in varying 
scopes and projects at Moffitt. 
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Figure 2 | Moffitt’s Clinical, Research and Economic Impacts 

 
Source: Moffitt Cancer Center 
 

Just a few of Moffitt’s recent innovations include: 
- Turnstone Biologics and Moffitt Cancer Center Announce Strategic Alliance to Advance 

Next-Generation TIL Therapies for Solid Tumors 
- Moffitt Cancer Center Earns Blue Distinction® Specialty Care Designation for Cellular 

Immunotherapy – CAR-T 
- Moffitt Cancer Center and Deerfield Management Launch Bayfield Therapeutics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://moffitt.org/newsroom/press-release-archive/turnstone-biologics-and-moffitt-cancer-center-announce-strategic-alliance-to-advance-next-generation-til-therapies-for-solid-tumors/
https://moffitt.org/newsroom/press-release-archive/turnstone-biologics-and-moffitt-cancer-center-announce-strategic-alliance-to-advance-next-generation-til-therapies-for-solid-tumors/
https://moffitt.org/newsroom/press-release-archive/moffitt-cancer-center-earns-blue-distinction-specialty-care-designation-for-cellular-immunotherapy-car-t/#:%7E:text=TAMPA%2C%20Fla.,Blue%20Distinction%20Specialty%20Care%20program.
https://moffitt.org/newsroom/press-release-archive/moffitt-cancer-center-earns-blue-distinction-specialty-care-designation-for-cellular-immunotherapy-car-t/#:%7E:text=TAMPA%2C%20Fla.,Blue%20Distinction%20Specialty%20Care%20program.
https://moffitt.org/newsroom/press-release-archive/moffitt-cancer-center-and-deerfield-management-launch-bayfield-therapeutics/
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B. Vision | Pasco Innovation District   
In 2018, Moffitt acquired its 775-acre property in Pasco County, one of Florida’s fastest growing 
counties, to serve as the home of Moffitt’s center for innovation in cancer treatment and prevention. 
Moffitt has set a bold vision for the project: 

A globally recognized epicenter for cancer treatment and prevention, where 
digital-age technology meets biology, future prevention, and care to drive 

global impact by curing cancer and beyond. 

The Pasco Innovation District will become the embodiment of the new digital age of healthcare and 
a hub for international research and education. An epicenter of innovation and a healthcare think 
tank where thought leaders from around the globe come together. An anchor where leading edge 
medicine, pharmaceuticals, education, research, commerce, and wellness intersect and further 
enhance Moffitt and Pasco County’s role in the national innovation ecosystem. 
 
See Moffitt’s Pasco Innovation District Digital Brochure for more details on this bold vision.  

C. Goals | Pasco Innovation District  
Moffitt has established a set of goals to advance its vision. Moffitt expects the selected 
development team for the Phase 1 projects to support advancing these goals:  

I. Expand Innovative Partnerships: Attract world-renowned partners in biotech, life science, 
technology, and manufacturing to advance Moffitt’s research;  

II. Advance Cutting Edge Treatment: Create a center for cell-based immunotherapy, radiology 
and patient data science through cutting edge technology; 

III. Drive Treatment to Market: Combine advanced research, clinical treatment and production 
partnerships to drive solutions to market; 

IV. Create Transformative Patient Experiences: Combine elements of medicine, wellness, and 
commercial innovation in an engaging and inspirational natural environment for patients; 

V. Support Collaboration Through Physical Development and Public Spaces: Foster 
collaboration and “collision” through campus design, placemaking, and development of 
spaces that are dense and walkable, spurring interaction between researchers, physicians 
and partners that advances Moffitt’s mission;  

VI. Start a “Campfire” and Build Critical Mass in Phase 1: Advance substantial development in 
Phase 1 that helps to establish a new market, creating a “campfire” around which research, 
treatment, and partners will gather;  

VII. Diversify and Expand Resources to Moffitt: Provide new and diverse resources to Moffitt to 
sustain the Pasco Innovation District and serve as a funding source to advance Moffitt’s 
mission;      

VIII. Authentic Design: Provide authentic and diverse design and development elements that 
create brand identity for the Pasco Innovation District. Create a mix of wet lab, dry lab, 
traditional office, and “creative” office spaces, with shared spaces and ground-floor 
amenities that foster collaboration and an innovation community;  

IX. Support a Flexible Development Platform: Advance flexible development models that allow 
for evolution of space, growth of users within the Pasco Innovation District, and facilitation 
of development.  

[End of Section] 

https://moffitt.org/endeavor/Pasco/index.html
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III. SITE AND MARKET CONTEXT  

A. Site Location and Context  
The Pasco Innovation District is located on 775 acres of Moffitt-owned land in the heart of Pasco 
County, located east of Suncoast Parkway, north of State Road 54, and south of State Road 52 
(Figure 3).  

The site is accessible by Ridge Road, a new road funded by Pasco County for the purpose of 
providing access to Moffitt’s future campus. The Site is 35 minutes (36 miles) from the Tampa 
International Airport and 30 minutes (22 miles) from Moffitt’s Magnolia Campus in Tampa.  

Figure 3| Site Location & Context 

 
Source: Moffitt Cancer Center 

Pasco County  
Pasco County is one of the fastest growing counties in Florida, with more than 19,000 acres of land 
currently under development across a range of uses. The population of Pasco County has increased 
more than 20% since 2010 and is now home to more than 580,000 residents. Hillsborough County 
to the south has experienced similar growth (19%) over the same period and supports a population 
of nearly 1.5 million. Growth is expected to continue at historical rates; Pasco County government 
projects a 40% population increase by 2045, equivalent to 225,000 new residents.1  Healthcare, 
professional, scientific, and technical services, and construction jobs are among the fastest growing 
industries. Over the last ten years, the number of businesses in Pasco County has increased nearly 
31% and the number of employees has risen proportionally.  

 

 

 
1 Pasco County 2050 Diagnostic Report, a component of Pasco County’s comprehensive plan, December 2021.  

Moffitt Site

Suncoast Pkw
y

Suncoast Pkw
y SR 54

SR 52

https://pasco2050.com/what-is-pasco2050
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Project Angeline  
Metro Development Group (MDG), one of the largest privately held residential developers in 
Florida, is developing a 6,200-acre mixed-use, master-planned community called “Angeline” 
immediately adjacent to Moffitt’s Pasco Innovation District. Angeline is projected to support 30,000 
new residents at full buildout in 2031. In addition to residential development, Angeline will include 
up to 26 million square feet of commercial space, a 150-acre regional park, the developer’s 
signature inland lagoon, a retail-driven village center, and 3,600 acres of green space with trail 
networks throughout. Figure 4 includes a map of the Angeline project.  

The initial phases of Angeline are currently under construction and includes a Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) magnet middle and high school, approximately 2,000 
housing units, a working community farm, miles of trails, and multifamily garden-style apartments. 
The 187,00-square-foot STEAM magnet school will accommodate 1,700 students grades 6-12 and 
is slated to open in Q3 2023. More than 200 homesites in Angeline’s 55+ “Active Adult” community 
are available for sale now and range in price from $300,000-$500,000. A range of housing 
communities are also under development across Angeline, with a targeted development pace of 
500-1,000 units per year. Approximately 350 market-rate, garden-style apartments are currently 
in development near the intersection of Suncoast Parkway and Ridge Road.  

Figure 4 | Angeline and Moffitt Site Context 

 
Source: Metro Development Group 

A New Market  
Significant investments by Moffitt, Pasco County and the adjacent Angeline project are establishing 
a new market in Pasco County. Moffitt’s commitments to development at the Pasco Innovation District 

https://angelinefl.com/
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will establish a new research, clinical, biotechnology and office market serving the Tampa region, 
the State of Florida, and the broader Southeast. Existing office, biomedical and research 
development in the Tampa Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) is concentrated in Tampa 
(Hillsborough County: 73M, 57%) and St Petersburg/Clearwater (Pinellas County: 42M, 33%). 
Pasco and Hernando counties account for less than 10% of total supply of office (12M). However, 
notable firms are investing in facilities and expanding operations in Pasco County.  New companies 
to the area include Baymar Solutions, Bravado Pharmaceuticals, Encompass Health, Fleda 
Pharmaceuticals, Philips and Jordan, Santander Consumer, and TouchPoint HealthCare. 

B. Pasco Innovation District Master Plan  
Moffitt has advanced master planning across its 775 acres to prepare the site for development. 
The multi-phase, multi-decade, multi-district buildout of the entire Pasco Innovation District 
anticipates over 12 million square feet of development across a range of research, technology, 
clinical, office and other uses. Long-term residential development is not permitted at Moffitt’s site, 
per the approved Master Planned Unit Development (MPUD) for the site. The Moffitt Pasco 
Innovation District site is entitled for upwards of 24 million square feet of total development. 

Figure 5: Master Plan Vision for Full Buildout of Pasco Innovation District  

 
Source: Moffitt Cancer Center, HOK  

[End of Section] 
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY  

A. Phase 1 Master Plan  
The first stage of development of the Pasco Innovation District is referred to as Phase 1. Moffitt’s 
Master Plan for Phase 1 calls for approximately 65 total acres and over 600,000 square feet of 
development (Figure 6).  

Figure 6 | Pasco Innovation District - Phase 1 Concept Master Plan  

 
Source: Moffitt Cancer Center  
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B. Moffitt Phase 1 Investments   
Moffitt has committed to significant investments in Phase 1 to launch the Pasco Innovation District 
project: 
• Roads and Infrastructure: Approximately three (3) miles of new internal roads, utilities, parking 

infrastructure, and multi-use paths that will be funded and built by Moffitt, to be completed in 
2025. The main entry road to Moffitt’s Pasco Innovation District, “Collector Road 1A” will be 
complete by the end of 2023. “Collector Roads 1B” and “1C” will be completed in 2024. See 
the appendix of this document for additional detail regarding planned roadway construction.  
In October of 2022 Moffitt released a solicitation to engage a firm to lead construction of the 
roads and utility infrastructure.  

• Moffitt Research Building (Wet Lab): Moffitt’s owned, financed, and operated 250,000 square 
foot state-of-the-art wet lab research facility that will be complete in 2026. This facility is the 
same referenced as “Project 2” later in this RFIQ. Moffitt is working with an architect to design 
this facility now. Moffitt’s research building at the Pasco Innovation District will support at least 
40 principal investigators (PIs) and approximately 200 research staff, several core research 
areas, and multiple departments that will relocate from Moffitt’s campus in Tampa to the Pasco 
Innovation District, including: 

o Drug Discovery and Chemistry: An interdisciplinary department composed of faculty 
members with expertise in molecular and cellular biology, structural biology, chemistry 
and pharmacology; focused on designing and synthesizing novel anticancer drugs and 
translating lab findings to clinical trials.  

o Bioengineering: Research and treatment focused on stimulating the immune system to 
seek out and attack cancer cells—and to continue to do so even after the treatment has 
ended. 

o Metabolism Research: Research to define new metabolic targets that play essential roles 
in the development and maintenance of cancer and provide an avenue towards 
developing new agents and strategies for the prevention and treatment of cancer. 

o Molecular Oncology: A research department that uses cutting-edge technologies and 
innovative mouse models to conduct cancer research centered on five broad themes: 
gene expression & signal transduction, mouse models of human cancer, epigenetics, 
systems oncology, and cancer therapeutics. 

o Radiobiology and Nuclear Medicine: A specific branch of medical imaging that uses 
radioactive substances to detect cancer and other diseases. 

• Moffitt Outpatient Facility: a 75,000 square foot Moffitt clinical outpatient center will deliver in 
2026. The outpatient facility is anticipated to reflect a similar design and scale of facility that 
Moffitt has built elsewhere in the Tampa region.  

• Moffitt Proton Therapy Facility: Moffitt is considering locating a 30,000 square foot advanced 
proton therapy treatment center. If advanced at the Pasco Innovation District, this facility will 
be the only radiation treatment center of its kind on the west coast of Florida and one of only 
forty in the United States.  

• Other Development: Moffitt is actively exploring partnerships for development of other uses 
outside of the Phase 1 area of the Pasco Innovation District, including a community hospital, an 
ultra-low temperature biorepository facility (“freezer farm”), a data center, future hotel & 
conference facilities, as well as warehouse space.   
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C. Development Opportunity  
Moffitt is seeking an experienced, high-quality development team to lead the projects outlined 
below. Teams may propose for Project 1 alone or Project 1 and Project 2. Development teams may 
not respond to Project 2 alone.   
 
• Project 1 | Multi-tenant Office & Dry Lab Buildings: A development team will be selected to 

enter into a long-term ground lease with Moffitt and assume the responsibility for designing, 
building, financing, operating and maintaining at least two multi-tenant traditional office and 
dry lab buildings with target delivery by the end of 2026. Moffitt is seeking creative proposals 
from development teams for well-designed, ground-floor-activated office and dry lab buildings 
to help catalyze the Phase 1 project and create a sense of place at the site. Proposals for 
Project 1 should seek to advance Moffitt’s goals outlined in Section II C and to build on the 
research and treatment that Moffitt will be leading in its facilities at the Pasco Innovation District.  
 
Moffitt intends to pre-lease over 100,000 square feet of office and dry lab space in the 
proposed buildings that will be located at the Pasco Innovation District beginning in late 2026. 
Moffitt is also advancing conversations with multiple public, private, and non-profit sector 
partners to occupy at least 45,000 square feet of space within the Phase 1 project. Additional 
detail about this space and partners is provided in Section IV C. 
 
Successful development teams for Project 1 must submit proposals that call for securing 
additional speculative space in the proposed buildings, with tenants that are in keeping with 
Moffitt’s vision for the site:  

• Speculative “Creative” Office and/or Lab Space: It is expected that the selected 
development team will source speculative office and/or lab tenants that reflect Moffitt’s 
objectives for the site, consistent with the life science research, biotechnology, and digital 
innovation epicenter that Moffitt envisions.  

• On-site amenities, food & beverage: Moffitt seeks on-site amenities like food & beverage 
spaces to serve its patients, employees, partners, and guests that will be locating to the 
Pasco Innovation District. Moffitt is seeking amenities that are commensurate with the 
health, wellness and prevention focus of the Pasco Innovation District vision.  
 

See Section V for additional guidance on requirements for Project 1.  
 

• Project 2 | Construction of Moffitt’s Research Building (Wet Lab): A development team will 
be selected to construct Moffitt’s wet lab research building, which will be funded and owned by 
Moffitt. Moffitt is in the process of designing its wet lab research building with a selected 
architect. Moffitt is targeting Summer 2023 to finalize design and begin development, with the 
facility to be delivered by 2027. The anticipated size of the wet lab research building is 
250,000 square feet. Additional detail about the Moffitt Research Building is outlined in Section 
IV B above.    
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Project 1 Site Options  
Development teams can select one of two areas in Phase 1, as shown in Figure 7, to propose at 
least two buildings for development. The areas identified are general, intended to provide 
flexibility and creativity to proposing teams, and are both located with proximity to horizontal 
infrastructure that will be completed and available for connection in Spring 2024. Building layouts 
in Figure 7 are conceptual and represent master plan level site planning. Moffitt has identified a 
preferred area for development as identified in Figure 7; however, teams will have flexibility in 
the RFP process to propose an approach that they believe best achieves Moffitt’s goals for the 
district. The selected development team may not have access to the full site acreage identified, 
subject to proposed plans and final negotiations with Moffitt. Further detail will be provided in the 
RFP stage of this solicitation.  
 
Figure 7 | Development Opportunity: Project 1 Site Area Overviews and Concept Building Placement  

 
* The development areas identified are general, intended to provide flexibility and creativity to proposing teams. Moffitt’s selected 
development team may not have access to full acreage, subject to proposed plans and final negotiations for Project 1 with Moffitt.  
Source: Moffitt Cancer Center, HOK. 
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D. Moffitt Investment and Support   
Moffitt and its partners are providing significant support to the Phase 1 project:  

I. Infrastructure and Parking: Moffitt’s 775-acre property is approved for up to 24,000,000 
square feet of Corporate Business Park Uses under a Master Planned Unit Development 
(MPUD), as outlined in Moffitt’s 2019 Economic Incentive Agreement with Pasco County, 
Florida. Moffitt will advance construction of Phase 1 roads and utility infrastructure that will 
be available for connection to the Project 1 sites in Spring of 2024. Moffitt will advance 
structured parking to serve and support development in Phase 1 based on local parking 
requirements for office and dry lab uses. Additional details will be provided in the RFP 
stage of this procurement.   

II. Local and State Support: Moffitt continues to receive great support from Pasco County 
through an existing Economic Incentive Agreement, and from the State of Florida in the form 
of existing funding and other support to Moffitt Cancer Center. The Pasco Economic 
Development Council, in collaboration with Enterprise Florida, has an impressive record of 
supporting organizations of all sizes across many sectors. Moffitt’s statewide recognition as 
an economic catalyst and as a key component of the State’s life sciences ecosystem positions 
Moffitt to leverage the resources and expertise of Enterprise Florida, Florida’s economic 
development, arm and public-private partnership of business and governmental leaders.  

III. Partner Space: Moffitt is advancing conversations with multiple public, private, and non-
profit sector tenants for future space within the Phase 1 project, including non-binding Letters 
of Interest (LOIs) with at least two (2) partners in the health, fitness, wellness, and prevention 
space, who could occupy as much as 45,000 square feet of space.  

IV. Moffitt Office and Dry Lab Space: Moffitt will relocate eight (8) departments and over 
100,000 square feet of existing space to serve as pre-leased space in Project 1: 
i. Moffitt Traditional Office:  

 Human Resources and Organizational Development  
 Information Technology (IT) functions (admin, business, cyber security, data engineering, 

etc.) 
 Enterprise equity/diversity  
 Legal 
 Finance and accounting 
 Enterprise Project Management Office (EPMO)  
 Planning, Design and Construction (PDC) 
 Data Quality Business Intelligence (DQBI) 

ii. Moffitt Dry Lab Research: 
 Digital Innovation Dry Lab: The Moffitt Digital Innovation Department accelerates 

Moffitt’s mission and strategy by leveraging clinical, research, and operational 
partnerships to develop tools that empower clinicians and investigators and improve the 
patient/consumer experience by leveraging iterative methodology, cutting edge 
technology, health data services, information technology, and a consumer-first mentality. 
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 Office of Innovation and Industry Alliances: This group is a technology transfer office, 
which is responsible for protecting Moffitt’s novel and useful inventions and then licensing 
the products that might result from these discoveries to either industry partners or to a 
startup for further development. Ultimately, the aim is for these licensed technologies to 
be developed, commercialized, and delivered to patients to improve their quality of 
care and outcome. Shared workstations and private areas will be required for 15-20 
people. 

 Quantitative Science Dry Lab: The Quantitative Science Division includes three 
departments and two associated Shared Resources (details below). There will be 
approximately 50 total faculty in 5 years.  Half of the Division will be housed at the 
Pasco Innovation District. A “Quant Sci Collaboratorium” is envisioned, including walls 
covered with white boards and modular furniture. Physical space needs to 
accommodate power sources for high performance computing. Additional detail about 
departments in the Quantitative Sciences Dry Lab: 

• Machine Learning (ML): The mission of the ML Department is to design, develop 
and translate state-of-the-art patient-centered machine and deep learning 
algorithms for oncology. ML leverages the rich oncology data resources at 
Moffitt to develop new technologies to accelerate cancer discovery and 
improve clinical care. The department focuses on machine/deep learning 
applications in natural language processing, outcomes and decision-making 
research, digital pathology, and translational oncology (drug discovery and 
repurposing), among other areas. The Department is projected to have 50 
faculty and staff at this campus in the next 5 years. 

• Biostatistics and Bioinformatics (Bio2): The Bio2 Department aims to contribute 
to the prevention and cure of cancer through the development and research 
application of biostatistics, statistical genomics, bioinformatics, informatics, and 
biomedical data management, with associated educational programs for all 
levels.  The Bio2 Department must be co-located with the Biostatistics and 
Bioinformatics Shared Resource (details below). The Department is projected to 
have 45 faculty and staff at the Pasco Innovation District in the next 5 years. 

• Integrative Mathematical Oncology (IMO): The IMO seeks to better understand 
cancer as a dynamic, complex multiscale system by integrating theory and 
experiments. Their mission is to use such an integrated approach to better 
understand cancer initiation, progression, and treatment and to aid in the 
clinical utilization of integrated models in precision medicine. The Department 
is projected to have 10 faculty and staff at the Pasco Innovation District in the 
next 5 years. 

 Population Science Dry Lab: This division has two current and one future department, 
one associated shared resource, and specialized facilities for conducting human studies. 
A “Population Science Collaboratorium” is also envisioned. There will be approximately 
55 total faculty in 5 years. One quarter of the Division will be housed at the Pasco 
Innovation District. Additional detail about departments in the Population Sciences Dry 
Lab: 
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• Cancer Epidemiology (CE): The goal of CE is to reduce the cancer burden 
through identification and confirmation of biological factors affecting 
carcinogenesis across the cancer continuum that contribute to disease 
development, progression, and outcomes, and to exploit learned knowledge to 
inform advances in clinical and public health practice, with a focus on reducing 
health disparities. CE is projected to have 30 faculty and staff at the Pasco 
Innovation District in 5 years.  

• Health Outcomes and Behavior (HOB): The goal of HOB is to improve cancer 
outcomes by understanding and intervening on the behavior of individuals, 
social networks, healthcare systems, and communities, particularly for 
underserved populations. Key research areas include tobacco cessation, energy 
balance, screening, and cancer survivorship. HOB is projected to have 35 
faculty and staff at the Pasco Innovation District in 5 years. 

• Cancer Care Delivery (CCD): This new Department will bring research expertise 
in health economics, health services, clinical decision support, and 
dissemination/implementation of evidence-based care, all targeted to improve 
cancer-related outcomes, advance equity in underserved populations, and 
reduce costs evidence-based interventions at the patient, family, clinician, 
practice setting, community, healthcare systems levels. CCD is projected to have 
10 faculty and staff at the Pasco Innovation District. 

• Health and Human Performance Research Lab: Precision cancer interception is 
a new paradigm that actively combats cancer at earlier points via personalized 
prevention, screening, and treatment based on a person’s unique biological and 
behavioral characteristics. To advance this area, Moffitt will expand its 
research capacity, including, but not limited to: 1) human laboratory rooms for 
physiological, behavioral, functional, and physical testing, body composition 
measurement, clinical exams, and biospecimen collections; 2) a specimen 
processing laboratory; 3) teaching kitchen and eating area for diet studies; 
and 4) exercise research facility. It will be co-located with community outreach 
and engagement space. This lab will foster transdisciplinary research in health 
disparities, metabolism, data science, and cancer prevention. The facility will 
need up to 10,000 square feet and will house up to 10 staff members. 

 Research Education and Training (RET):  The mission of the RET office is to recruit and 
foster the best talent in a diverse pipeline of cancer researchers and oncology 
professionals through coordinating, enhancing, and developing novel education and 
training programs that reach all levels of the career spectrum. The RET team will engage 
with the STEAM magnet school opening adjacent to the Pasco Innovation District, as well 
as students from Pasco Hernando State College, Saint Leo University, USF, and 
Hillsborough Community College. Training includes didactic courses, lectures, workshops, 
and hands-on research experiences. RET should be co-located near the Office of 
Community Outreach, Engagement and Equity (see below). RET is project to have 10 
faculty and staff members, who will need private space for confidential meetings and 
materials. Touchdown study desks for trainees, training classrooms for 25-40 people, 
large lecture rooms, and trainee collaboration space will be needed. 
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 Community Outreach, Engagement and Equity (COEE): The mission of COEE is the 
maximize the impact of the Moffitt Cancer Center in our 23-county catchment area. 
COEE advances this mission by assessing cancer burden and risk factors, as well as 
understanding community priorities, that is used to catalyze research and outreach 
address the most pressing needs. COEE also delivers evidence-based programming and 
screening to promote cancer prevention and early detection. COEE team members will 
primarily utilize touchdown space in Pasco and should be co-located with RET and the 
Health and Human Performance Lab (see above). Health education and group event 
space can be shared. A need is ensuring easy access to community members and space 
for outreach events to unique populations in Pasco County and elsewhere (e.g., rural). 

 Shared Resource and Administrative Space: Moffitt Shared Resources are centrally 
managed and provide fully staffed technical support.  Quantitative and Population 
Science Shared Resources (Biostatics and Bioinformatics Shared Resource, Collaborative 
Data Services, and Participant Research, Interventions, and Measurement Core) will 
require shared/hoteling spaces for staff to perform consultations, data analysis, and 
collaborative research support services and will be co-located to their related divisions. 
Research administration activities will be embedded within departments as well as in 
dedicated shared areas. A total of 30-40 workstations plus shared office space for 
management is needed. The Moffitt Biomedical Library will need dedicated space for 
physical media and historical archiving. Shared conferencing, “collaboratorium”, and 
meeting spaces will be utilized by all research groups.  
 

Moffitt anticipates that its early commitments to occupy space, secure interest from other anchor 
tenants, and develop its state-of-the-art wet lab research facility at the site will reduce developer 
risk and can unlock the development of additional speculative space in Phase 1 for future tenants.  

 

[End of Section] 
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V. PROJECT REQUIREMENTS & ROLES 

A. Anticipated Development Structure(s)  
Moffitt is seeking a development team to propose innovative development structures to implement 
the Phase 1 projects. The Pasco Innovation District property is owned by Moffitt. For any developer-
financed and led projects, development rights will be conveyed in the form of a long-term ground 
lease and related documents. Moffitt does not intend to sell land. Moffitt is also interested to 
explore innovative joint ventures for development at the Pasco Innovation District. Development 
team may propose to lead either Project 1 alone or Project 1 and Project 2. Development teams 
may not respond to Project 2 alone.   
 

Project 1 | Multi-tenant Office & Dry Lab Buildings represents a private development 
opportunity whereby the selected development team will enter a long-term ground lease for 
individual parcels and assume responsibility for designing, constructing, financing, maintaining, 
and operating private development projects consistent with the use(s) outlined above and 
envisioned at the Pasco Innovation District by Moffitt. As such, evidence of the development 
team’s ability to finance, undertake, and complete the proposed project is crucial to a successful 
submission. Responses to the RFIQ must demonstrate that the development team has a track 
record of delivering such space for the private sector, government, and institutional users.  
 
Moffitt acknowledges that depending on tenant types, ultimately there may be different 
approaches to implementing Project 1 as proposed by development teams to achieve Moffitt’s 
goals, including but not limited to:  

• Privately financed development of multi-tenant buildings, to be occupied by Moffitt, 
currently identified anchor tenants, and future speculative tenants through conventional 
lease agreements secured by the developer (Moffitt’s preferred structure in Phase 1 for 
Project 1);  

• Build-to-suit development of single-user buildings under a long-term ground lease 
arrangement;  

• Other creative approaches to development that achieve Moffitt’s Phase 1 objectives. 
 
Project 2 | Construction of Moffitt’s Research Building (Wet Lab) represents an opportunity for 
a development team to lead construction and delivery of the facility. Moffitt will finance, own 
and operate this facility. The design process for this building is underway now.  

 

B. Role of Private Development Team 
The selected development team will be solely responsible for all financing, design, permitting, 
construction, and operation of Project 1 at its own cost, including all necessary grading, 
infrastructure, or utility work within the project site. The selected development team will envision 
uses for the project that will maximize economic potential while remaining compatible with Moffitt’s 
goals for the Pasco Innovation District. Project 2 will represent an opportunity where the selected 
development team will lead construction on behalf of Moffitt, in close collaboration with its Planning, 
Design and Construction (PDC) department.  
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Once in the RFP stage of this procurement, Moffitt may ask the selected development team to 
prepare preliminary design plans for Project 1 before internal Moffitt approval is obtained. 
Accordingly, Moffitt anticipates entering into an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement, Letter of Intent, 
or similar agreement with the selected development team to document roles and responsibilities 
during such period. Among the fundamental purposes of the Predevelopment Agreement are to 
detail predevelopment activities and outline a schedule of performance. Development teams may 
be asked to submit basic terms of a Predevelopment Agreement as part of the future RFP. The 
development team selected for this project will take on the following roles: 

• Deliver space for Moffitt and pre-identified potential tenants. 
• Create the development program for additional space in Project 1 to be tenanted by 

the development team, in collaboration with Moffitt. 
• Develop site plans, including supporting internal utility infrastructure, consistent with 

master planning to date, for inside the Project 1 site. 
• Create a financial strategy to deliver the projects in the most cost-effective manner. 
• Work with Moffitt to finalize key financial terms for a fair market value ground lease. 
• Participate in the long-term management, maintenance and funding of infrastructure 

and amenities developed in the project. 
• Address other requirements described in this RFIQ. 

C. Role of Moffitt 
Moffitt’s primary role in Project 1 will be as the ground lessor and building tenant but is interested 
to explore joint venture proposals from development teams. Moffitt oversight during Project 1 
design and construction will be limited to coordination among individual project developers, review 
and approval of schematic designs (to be submitted as part of the future RFP process), issuance of 
building permits, and ensuring compliance with all terms and conditions set forth in the ground lease, 
design guidelines, and related documents. Moffitt’s oversight in Project 2 will be more closely 
aligned with existing design and space planning work currently underway by Moffitt now, as well 
as approvals through the development process.  

D. Other Project Details and Requirements  
o Project 1 Parcels: Additional details will be provided in the RFP stage of this 

procurement.     
 Parcels in the district will be offered on an as-is basis. There are no known 

contaminated soils.  
 Project 1 site areas identified for development in this RFIQ are anticipated to 

be developed without impact to on-site wetlands. Moffitt has worked closely 
with its civil engineer to identify the Project 1 site areas to avoid wetland 
impacts.   

o Utilities: Moffitt will advance construction of Phase 1 roads and utility infrastructure that 
will be available for connection to Project 1 sites in the Spring of 2024. 
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o Parking: Moffitt will advance structured parking to serve and support development in 
Phase 1 based on parking requirements for office uses. Moffitt seeks a high density, 
walkable district that will require structured parking to facilitate full buildout at the 
Pasco Innovation District. Moffitt’s master plan was developed with a conservative 
parking ratio assumption of 4.5/1,000 for office and dry lab uses. Additional details 
will be provided in the RFP stage of this procurement.     

o Design Guidelines: Moffitt is in the process of finalizing design guidelines for the Pasco 
Innovation District. Additional details regarding these guidelines will be provided in the 
RFP stage of this procurement. 

o Tenant Review Process: Tenants in the Pasco Innovation District should further the clinical, 
academic, research and/or public service mission of Moffitt and fulfill the economic 
development and other goals of the project. Moffitt will retain the right to approve 
tenants for the Project and will work with the selected development team to structure an 
efficient tenant review process to ensure no unnecessary delays in seeking any required 
approvals.  

o Site Management: Moffitt will also take an active, ongoing role in facilitating overall 
long-term site management to ensure proper funding and maintenance of shared use 
amenities and infrastructure, such as parks and streetscapes, and compliance with all 
terms and conditions of the ground lease and related documents.  
 

[End of Section] 
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VI. RFIQ SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
All Statements of Information and Qualification (SOIQ) shall include information in the format 
described below and shall be limited to 25 pages (including any graphics but excluding the table 
of contents and appendix) with a minimum 11-point font size. Page numbers should be included on 
all pages. Please submit information in appropriate detail on each of the items described below to 
allow adequate review and evaluation. SOIQs should be organized to present information as 
follows: 

A. Cover letter  

B. Table of Contents 

C. Identification of Development Team Members  

D. Development Team Qualifications  

E. Innovation District Development Approach 

F. Financial Capability (excluded from page limit) 

The development team is completely responsible for ensuring the SOIQ is submitted properly and 
received by Moffitt. SOIQs submitted by mail will not be accepted. The SOIQs will remain 
confidential until the evaluation and selection process is complete.   

The following information shall be provided in the Statement of Information and Qualifications: 

A. Cover Letter 
The cover letter should include the full title of the RFIQ, submittal date, principal contact, address, 
telephone number, email address, and brief narrative outlining proposer’s interest, capabilities, and 
relevant project experiences. The cover letter must be signed by a principal or officer authorized 
to represent and commit the development team and affirm that all included information is true and 
correct.  

B. Table of Contents  
A Table of Contents shall be included and does not count toward the 25-page limit. 

C. Identification of Development Team 
Each development team must provide an overview of the principal parties,2 key individuals, 
relationships with any parent corporation, subsidiaries, joint ventures, or other entities. If a joint 
venture is proposed, percentage of ownership of each entity should be specified. In addition, 
identify all key project team members including resumes of assigned personnel, describing relevant 
project experience and specific required technical skills. The development team must include firms 

 

 
2 Principal parties include the developer(s) and any guarantor(s) to the developer(s), if applicable.       
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or individuals knowledgeable about the complexities of developing projects of this type, with 
demonstrated experience in guiding projects through the design and development process. 
Responses must also demonstrate that the development team is led by highly qualified individuals 
or firms experienced in delivering all elements of the project. 

D. Development Team Qualifications & Approach 
Of particular interest is the development team’s track record of assembling and managing a team 
capable of fulfilling the requirements of the project (e.g., architects, landscape architects, urban 
designers, planners, artists, engineers, builders, property managers, etc.).  Preference will be given 
to a development team with a track record on projects of similar complexity, scale, and program 
(e.g., innovation district space, life science space, office space) to the proposed project 
demonstrated by submitting:  

1. Project Experience: Identify no fewer than three similar development projects in terms of 
scale and placemaking (ideal project size of 200,000 to 1.0 million square feet) that have 
been completed in the last seven years. It is preferred that at least one of these projects 
used a long-term ground lease structure. Project experience is preferred from the Tampa 
region, the state of Florida, the Southeastern United States or particular experience at an 
innovation district, healthcare campus, or academic institution. 

2. Narrative: Provide a narrative describing the development team’s project experience in 
further detail including key results and successes, design work done for the project, property 
management structure and strategy utilized (with preference for management experience 
in which the scope of responsibilities included coordination with third parties on the 
maintenance of shared infrastructure and amenities), equity participation and funding 
structure used (including how long initial equity investment was held) as well as photos of 
the project. To the extent any subcontractors have been identified and are anticipated to 
be part of the development team (e.g., property manager, architects, etc.) please identify 
them.  

3. References: Contact information for each of the development projects listed. 

4. Innovation District Development Approach: Provide a narrative description of the 
development team’s general approach to the project and experience with similar 
development projects. This section should demonstrate: 

a. Experience developing both speculative office and dry lab space, office space 
for research, clinical, life science, academic or innovation district tenants, and 
wet lab space (if applicable). 

b. Familiarity and experience with innovation district development, particularly 
with a focus on health, health innovation and health service users, as well as 
related amenities such as shared facilities, co-working and incubator spaces, etc. 

c. An approach to design and development of the project, including a familiarity 
with the local real estate market and knowledge of local and state building code 
requirements, and construction timeframes.    
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d. An approach statement indicating how the development team may finance the 
development of the Project at different scales, including potential sources of 
equity investment, including how long the initial equity investment is anticipated 
to be held, and the potential source of financing. Joint ventures or partnerships 
formed for the purpose of strengthening team qualifications for the project are 
acceptable and encouraged. 

5. Financial Capability: As noted above, for each of the principal parties comprising the 
proposed development team, please provide: 

a. Three years of audited financial statements for each of the principal parties.  
Moffitt reserves the right to inspect the books and records of each prospective 
developer. If audited statements are not available, provide unaudited financial 
statements for the relevant entity, certified as true, correct, and accurate by the 
entity’s chief executive, chief financial officer, or treasurer. This requirement to 
provide current financial statements applies to privately held companies as well 
as public companies. Financial statements and reports are exempt from the 25-
page limit. 

b. A list and the status of any and all pending litigation against the principal 
parties, their subsidiaries, or affiliates. 

c. Copies of the principal parties’ most recent financial rating reports from 
nationally recognized rating agencies (e.g. Moody’s, S&P, Fitch). Financial 
reports or other documents are exempt from the 25-page limit. 

d. A statement indicating whether a voluntary or involuntary petition under federal 
bankruptcy law has ever been filed with respect to the principal parties of the 
development team within the past ten years.  If so, state the date, case number, 
court jurisdiction and amount of liabilities and assets. 

e. Provide a brief narrative describing the development team’s approach to 
capital raising (for prior projects) including lenders and equity sources used for 
long-term ground lease structured projects. Financial information on capital 
raising for past projects must include: (i) total project size; (ii) total equity 
contribution; (iii) proportion of equity contribution (dollar value) that came from 
the principal parities; and (iv) if 3rd party equity was sourced the nature of the 
relationship between the 3rd party provider and the principal that sourced the 
equity. In addition, summarize the anticipated approach to equity contribution 
for this project – specifically noting whether principal parties anticipate 
contributing their own equity (including source such as cash-on-hand) or 3rd party 
equity. 

f. Financial references from equity and debt sources, if applicable, including 
contact information and permission for Moffitt to contact them to verify such 
information. 
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6. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: The Moffitt Cancer Center is committed to advance and 
accelerate a culture of access, equity, and inclusion as we strive to contribute to the 
prevention and cure of cancer. As such, Moffitt expects all vendors and partners involved in 
the Pasco Campus Development to provide their company’s policies, goals and results 
related to diversity, equity & inclusion (DEI) and an overall Supplier Diversity Utilization and 
Subcontracting pre-project plan that addresses their DEI goals related to a combination of 
the following areas: 

a. Estimated project construction spend with certified MBEs, WBEs, VBEs, SDVBEs, LGBTBEs, 
and DOBEs. 

b. Community Engagement including informing, through various methods, the Community 
and certified diversity business enterprises of contracting opportunities.  

c. Engagement 3rd Party Diversity Certification entities & organizations – Minority 
community organizations, minority contractor’s groups; local, state and federal minority 
business assistance offices; and other organizations that provide assistance in the 
recruitment and placement of certified diversity business enterprises. 

d. Unbundling Opportunities – breaking down/unbundling project scopes/services into 
economically feasible units to facilitate participation of certified diverse business 
enterprises. 

e. Workforce/Economic Impact addressing the number of jobs created and number of 
contracted diversity firms by ethnicity/gender/catchment area/trade. 

f. Other specific vendor/partner corporate initiatives 

In addition to the overall plan discussed above, it is specifically the policy of Moffitt to 
maintain a Supplier Diversity Program designed to encourage and prioritize contracting 
with raw material suppliers, manufacturers, and/or subcontractors who are either diverse 
vendors, non-diverse vendors who already subcontract with diverse vendors, and/or 
vendors that are willing to subcontract with diverse vendors.  As set forth within Moffitt’s 
Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Plan (attached and incorporated within this 
RFIQ as Appendix 1-Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Requirements 
(“Appendix 1”), the successful vendor/partner is required to provide at least fifteen percent 
(15%) construction spend with Certified Diverse Businesses for any subcontracted 
commodities or services that are identified and proposed within Respondent’s bid 
submission/proposal.   

Further, as part of Moffitt’s Tier 2 reporting requirement process, the successful 
bidder/Respondent will be required to provide monthly Subcontract Expenditure Reporting 
on-line via Moffit’s Supplier Diversity Management System. 

Finally, Moffitt and/or identified DEI partners will provide support to vendors/partners to 
foster and facilitate success around each project DEI / Supplier Diversity Utilization and 
Subcontracting plan as well as monitor compliance with required monthly reporting discussed 
above to ensure the guiding principles that govern conduct, decision making and overall 
goals of the overall project are achieved in the best interest of Moffitt, the vendor/partner, 
the project and the Community. 

 

[End of Section]  
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VII. RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS
Firms responding to this RFIQ must submit a complete original Statement of Information and 
Qualifications (SOIQ) on or before the date and time set forth herein. The SOIQs must be 
submitted by email only. SUBMISSIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED IF SUBMITTED THROUGH 
ANY OTHER MEANS (Moffitt will not accept submissions via mail, personal delivery, or courier 
service). Mistakes or delays in the electronic submission of documents are entirely the 
responsibility of the development team. LATE RESPONSES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

A. Statement of Information Qualifications
The SOIQ shall be submitted as two electronic files in .pdf format as follows:

1. The first file shall contain the information requested in Items A through E as outlined in Section
VI and shall be marked as “Statement of Information and Qualifications Submittal.”

2. The second file shall contain the information requested in Item F as outlined in Section VI and
shall be marked as “Development Team Financial Capability.” Information requested in Item
F will be exempt from the 25-page limit.

Both files shall also include a title page (exempt from the page limit requirement) with the following: 

• The Name of Firm and Address

• Attn: Lori Perks, Moffitt Cancer Center

• RFIQ for Pasco Innovation District Project

• The RFIQ Due Date and Time

Pages may be scanned or converted to .pdf from other file formats. Searchable formats are 
preferred. 

All forms requiring a signature shall be signed by an authorized officer or employee of the 
submitting principal party. The name, title, mailing address, email address, and phone number of 
the authorized officer or employee shall be included. Electronic signatures are acceptable. 

[End of Section] 
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VIII. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND PROCESS 

A. RFIQ Process Overview 
The purpose of this RFIQ is for Moffitt to select a highly qualified development team that can 
demonstrate, in a concise manner, their ability to finance, develop, maintain, and operate the 
project. Moffitt may modify this RFIQ, any of its key actions dates or any of its terms and conditions, 
prior to the date fixed for submission of SOIQs by issuance of an addendum.  

If any ambiguity, conflict, discrepancy, omission, or other error in the SOIQ or any of its supporting 
documents becomes evident to the submitting development team after the SOIQ has been submitted, 
the development team must immediately notify the Moffitt contact of such error in writing and 
request clarification of the document. Modifications, if needed, may be submitted by SOIQ 
addendum, at the discretion of Moffitt.   

Costs for responding to this RFIQ are entirely the responsibility of the development team and shall 
not be chargeable to Moffitt. 

While it is the intent of Moffitt to proceed with this RFIQ, this RFIQ does not obligate Moffitt to enter 
into a contract or other agreement. Moffitt reserves the right to cancel this RFIQ at any time, for 
any reason or no reason. No obligation either expressed or implied exists on the part of Moffitt to 
make a selection or to pay any costs incurred in the preparation or submission of SOIQs. Further, 
Moffitt reserves the right to waive any minor irregularities it feels are immaterial to this RFIQ. All 
decisions of Moffitt are final. 

An evaluation team comprised of Moffitt personnel and appropriate external entities, as 
determined by Moffitt, will review each SOIQ submitted in response to this RFIQ to ascertain 
relative strengths and weaknesses based on the submission requirements described herein. Moffitt 
may seek additional information from development teams, may contact prior project and financial 
references, and may also conduct interviews and/or site visits as part of the selection process. 
Selection will be based on the completeness and quality of responses to the RFIQ, and subsequent 
presentations, particularly with respect to the criteria identified below. 

Development teams which are selected from this RFIQ process may not need to resubmit during 
future RFIQ processes for future phases of work but may be requested to update information to 
remain qualified.  

B. Evaluation Criteria 
Qualifications will be evaluated based on the following criteria: 

1. Responsiveness of Innovation District Development Approach 

The quality of the development team’s approach to meeting project goals and objectives described 
earlier in the RFIQ.  

The extent to which the Innovation District Development Approach articulates and demonstrates 
experience and creativity with Innovation District development, speculative development for 
research and technology users, and private and public sector office development.  
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The development team’s integration of office/dry lab uses with complementary real estate and 
innovation assets, including activated lobby space, retail amenities, meeting spaces, and assimilation 
with pedestrian infrastructure and open space throughout the site. If proposing for Project 2, also: 
the development team’s integration of a large research/wet lab facility within a larger mixed-use 
or campus development, providing connections to other research buildings or uses, and ensuring 
loading areas or other research infrastructure does not negatively impact the experience of users. 

The quality of Innovation District Development Approach to obtaining construction and permanent 
financing for the proposed project (particularly on leased land), knowledge to complete necessary 
critical path milestones, and experience with design-build development to accelerate delivery 
schedule. Architectural plans and renderings are not required in the RFIQ submittal. 

2. Development Team Qualifications 

Demonstrated record of experience of the development team in completing relevant projects for 
innovation buildings, clinical spaces, incubators, or research facilities. Special emphasis on projects 
with walkable, amenity-rich elements that complement innovation/research focus through coworking 
space, engaging ground-floor lobbies with small-footprint retail, and other collision space.   

Experience attracting spec tenants, especially to younger markets, and demonstrated ability to 
leverage presence of strong anchor to successfully market space. For projects on behalf of a large 
regional anchor, experience leveraging anchor’s existing partnerships to tenant buildings.  Ability 
to utilize development team’s existing network to source tenants broadly aligned with anchor’s 
mission, research objectives, or institutional goals.  

Demonstrated operations experience with private sector users, technology users, clinical facilities, 
and public sector (federal, state, and local government) users. Demonstrated record of experience 
with projects similar in size, type, and magnitude to project, including past performance in meeting 
project schedules, experience with long-term ground leases, successful incorporation of public 
spaces and/or mixed-use development, multi-building/multi-phase buildout, and past experience 
at an innovation district, healthcare campus, or academic institution. The quality of references for 
team members will be considered. 

3. Financial Capacity 

Demonstrated financial capacity to undertake Project 1 and provide any necessary guarantees to 
successfully complete the project via financial statements provided for developer entity or entities, 
and any guarantors. Sufficiency and readiness of sources to invest debt and equity necessary for 
Project based on financial statements and financial references. In addition, ability to demonstrate 
experience and sound process in raising financing for similar projects. 

4. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

The Moffitt Cancer Center is committed to advance and accelerate a culture of access, equity, and 
inclusion as we strive to contribute to the prevention and cure of cancer. As such, Moffitt expects all 
vendors and partners involved in the Pasco Campus Development to provide their company’s 
policies, goals and results related to diversity, equity & inclusion (DEI) and an overall Supplier 
Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting pre-project plan that addresses their DEI goals consistent 
with Moffitt’s DEI objectives outlined above. 
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IX. APPENDIX 
Figure 8 | Moffitt Internal Road Infrastructure Phasing 

 

A. Appendix 1: Moffitt’s Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Plan Requirement 

B. Moffitt Cancer Center Overview 
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I. SUPPLIER DIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, Inc. and its subsidiaries (“Moffitt”), require the completion, execution, and 
submission of Moffitt’s Appendix 1 “Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Requirements” forms (and any corresponding 
attachments), with all Request for Proposal (“RFP”) bid submission(s)/proposal(s). Any RFP bid submission(s)/proposal(s) that do not 
include Respondent’s fully executed forms (as provided within Appendix 1), will be deemed incomplete, and will be subject to rejection 
and/or non-consideration by Moffitt at its sole discretion.  
 
1. RFP Number, Project Name, and/or Description of Scope: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
 
2. Date of RFP Bid Submission/Proposal:__________________________________________________________________. 
 
3. Legal Business Name and Fictitious Name (as applicable) for Respondent submitting RFP bid submission/proposal:  
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
 
4. Address:  _______________________, ____________________,  ____________, _________ 
                   (Street)                                     (City)                                    (State)               (Zip Code) 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
II. CERTIFIED DIVERSE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CLASSIFICATION 
 
A Certified Diverse Business Enterprise (“CDBE”) is a for-profit business that is engaging in commercial transactions and is at least 51% 
minority, woman, veteran, or service-disabled veteran—owned, operated, and controlled. CDBEs must be recognized and certified as a 
(1) Minority Business Enterprise (“MBE”); (2) Women-Owned Business Enterprise (“WBE”); (3) Veteran-owned Business Enterprise 
(“VBE”); (4) Service-Disabled Veteran-owned Business Enterprise (“SDVBE”) (5) LGBT Business Enterprise (“LGBTBE”); and/or (6) 
Disability-Owned Business Enterprise (DOBE), by designated local, State, and/or Federal Government agencies and 3rd Part certifying 
organizations. 
 
1. Is Respondent a Certified Diverse Business Enterprise?  ____ YES    ____ NO 
 

1(a). If yes, select Respondent’s applicable diversity designation(s):  ____MBE     ____WBE     ____VBE      ____ SDVBE 
____LGBTBE     _____DOBBE       

 
1(b). If Respondent is a Certified Diverse Business Enterprise, please respond to the following:  
 

 Name of Certifying Entity or Organization:  
____________________________________________________________________. 

 
 Issuance/Effective Date of Certification:       /      /      .   Expiration Date of Certification:         /      /      .                
 
 Respondent’s CDBE Diverse Certification must be attached to the RFP bid submission/proposal   
 

Is Diversity Certification submitted with RFP response?  ____ YES    ____ NO 
 

Partnerships and subcontracting opportunities: 
    
   1(c). Is Respondent partnering with a Certified Diverse Business Enterprise in response to this RFP bid submission/proposal?  
            ____ YES    ____ NO 

 
 If yes, a copy of the Diversity Certification for the Diverse Business Enterprise must be attached to the RFP bid 

submission/proposal 
 Is Diversity Certification submitted with RFP Response?  ____ YES    ____ NO 

 
 
 
 

    1(d). Is Respondent subcontracting with Certified Diverse Business Enterprise(s) in response to this RFP bid submission/ 
            proposal?  
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            ____ YES    ____ NO 
 

 If yes, a copy of the Diversity Certification must be submitted with the RFP bid submission/proposal 
 Is Diversity Certification submitted with RFP response?  ____ YES    ____ NO 

III. ATTESTATION 
 
As an authorized representative for Respondent, I hereby certify that the statements and answers provided herein, and incorporated into 
Respondent’s bid submission/response to this RFP (as further identified within Section I, “Supplier Diversity Background”), are being submitted in 
the absence of collusion or fraud and without prior knowledge of any existing agreements or connections between Respondent and any other 
corporation, firm, or person(s) that has previously tendered, or intends to tender in the future, a bid submission/response to the same RFP 
encompassing the same materials, supplies, and/or equipment. I further certify that Respondent currently meets all of the requirements identified 
within the RFP, and Respondent will continue to abide by all of the terms and conditions that are contained within this RFP throughout the completion 
of any and all obligations set forth within this RFP, Respondent’s bid submission/proposal, and/or any formal agreement(s) reached between 
Respondent and H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. 
 
   ______________________________________________       ________________________________________________ 
   Signature                                                                                    Printed Name  
 
   _____________________________________________         ________________________________________________ 
   Title                                                                                            Date 

 
 Respondent was advised of this RFP through the following means (select all that apply): 

Notified by Purchasing 

Community or MWBE Organization 

Monitoring Moffitt Website 

Advertisement 

Current Registered Vendor 
 
 
 

  

Attended Moffitt Supplier Diversity Day Vendor 
Fair 

 

Attended Moffitt Supplier Diversity 
Workshop/Seminar/Webinar 

 

Visited Moffitt Supplier Diversity vendor outreach 
booth or participated in one-on-one meeting session 
at a local/national Vendor Trade Fair/Conference/ 
Business Expo/Vendor Outreach Event 

 

  

 
I. MOFFITT’S SUPPLIER DIVERSITY MISSION: Moffitt recognizes the importance of supplier diversity in all 

aspects of our business and procurement practices and actively encourages the development, utilization and 
economic growth of certified Minority, Women, Veteran, Service-Disabled Veteran, LGBT, and Disability-Owned 
Business Enterprises (MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBE).  Central to this initiative is the inclusion and 
participation of a diverse group of vendors doing business with Moffitt. As such, Moffitt encourages the 
participation of certified MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs in its procurement process, both at the prime 
vendor level as well as at the subcontractor level of its prime contracts.   Moffitt is committed to a comprehensive 
Supplier Diversity Program that ensures maximum opportunities exist for such diverse businesses.  

 
II. MOFFITT’S SUPPLIER DIVERSITY RFP SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Moffitt is an equal opportunity 

corporation, and, as such, strongly encourages the lawful use of certified 
MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs in the provision of services or commodities by providing a fair and 
equal opportunity to compete for, or for participation in, providing goods, commodities and/or services. Moffitt 
believes in equal opportunity practices which conform to both the spirit and the letter of all laws against 
discrimination, and is committed to non-discrimination because of race, creed, color, sex, age, national origin, or 
religion.  Therefore, in accordance with the Supplier Diversity Program, Moffitt requires that all RFP bid 
submission(s)/proposal(s) include the following: 

 
1. Respondent’s designation as a certified diversity vendor encompassing 

MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs designation.  
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2. Respondent’s commitment to provide at least fifteen percent (15%) spend with Certified 
MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs related to the specific commodity or services identified within 
Respondent’s bid submission/proposal. 
 

3. Include, and answer, the following questions related to the Supplier Diversity Utilization and 
Subcontracting Plan as part of Respondent’s RFP bid submission/proposal: 
 
(Respondents must provide a response to each question below.  Response must be provided on this form) 
a. Identify if a Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Plan and Description of your Supplier 

Diversity Program is being submitted within your RFP bid submission/proposal by answering the 
following: ____ YES    ____ NO. 

 
 

b. Diversity Goal Attainment Recent Projects – Provide listing of your diversity participation percentage (%) 
goals achieved on your last 3 projects: 

 
Project Description, Project Value, and Diversity participation percentage (%) goal achieved. 
 
1. _______________________________________________________________ 

 
2. _______________________________________________________________ 

 
3. _______________________________________________________________ 

 
c. What percentage of spend with certified MBE, WBE, VBE, SDVBE, LGBTBE, DOBEs is projected for the 

specific commodity or service outlined in this RFP?   ___________________ (%) (Total % should equate to 
total of 1st Tier and 2nd Tier)                           (Percentage must be indicated above) 
 

d. Outline the plan for achieving 1st tier spend with certified MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs  and 
identify the allocated percentage of spend anticipated:   ___________________ (%) 

                                                                                                 (Percentage must be indicated above) 
 

e. Outline the plan for achieving 2nd tier spend with certified MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs and 
identify the percentage of spend anticipated:   ___________________ (%).  

                                                                                  (Percentage must be indicated above) 
 

f. Identity if a list of the certified MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs that Respondent expects to utilize 
as 1st Tier & 2nd tier subcontract(s) is attached to the RFP bid submission/proposal by answering the 
following:      ____ YES    ____ NO. 
 

g. Identify Respondent’s agreement to provide monthly Subcontract Expenditure Reports with submittal of 
every pay application/invoice by answering the following: ____ YES    ____ NO. 

 
4. Include a Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Plan and Description of your Supplier Diversity 

Program as part of Respondent’s RFP bid submission/proposal; and 
 
Was plan provided with RFP Bid submission/proposal?  ____ YES    ____ NO. 

 
Plan submitted should outline your Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Plan for the 
project/service outlined in this RFP 

  
The awarded vendor shall implement a plan for making a good faith effort to use the services or commodities 
of Certified Diversity vendors.  The Supplier Diversity Utilization and Subcontracting Plan, at a minimum, 
shall include the following: 

a. Scheduling meetings to inform certified diversity business enterprises of contracting opportunities. 
b. Breaking down services into economically feasible units to facilitate participation of certified diverse 

business enterprises, where possible; and 
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c. Engaging the services of available minority community organizations, minority contractor’s groups; local, 
state and federal minority business assistance offices; and other organizations that provide assistance in 
the recruitment and placement of certified diversity business enterprises. 

 
Monthly reporting of Diversity participation information shall be provided by the awarded vendor. The 
reported diversity payment(s) is reported to Moffitt to verify payments made to certified diverse business 
enterprises and to track/monitor diversity goal attainment.  Assistance is available from Moffitt’s Supplier 
Diversity office in support of efforts and outreach planning related to certified diverse business enterprise 
participation 
 

5. Provide a list of the certified MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs that Respondent expects to utilize as 
1st tier and 2nd tier subcontract(s). 

 
Was listing provided with RFP Bid submission/proposal?  ____ YES    ____ NO. 
 

(Need assistance finding certified diverse vendors – see links to Moffitt’s and other certified diversity 
vendor directories below)  

 
 

III. MOFFITT’S SUPPLIER DIVERSITY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS:  
 

1. CERTIFIED DIVERSE VENDORS: A certificate and/or certification letter from any of the following 
agencies will be required of any Respondent and/or identified subcontractor claiming 
MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBEs status at the time of Respondent’s RFP bid 
submission/proposal: 

 
CERTIFICATIONS ACCEPTED 

a. Moffitt accepts all Local, State, Federal Government entities/agencies 
MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBE certifications, including but not limited to the following 
government entities: 
• City of Tampa 
• Hillsborough County 
• State of Florida 
• Federal - Small Business Administration (SBA) 8A Program Certification 
• Federal - Small Business Administration (SBA) Women-Owned Small Business (WOSB) and 

Economically Disadvantaged WOSB (EDWOSBs) Certifications 
 
b. Other MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBE certifications accepted include but are not limited to the 

following Certification Organizations/Entities: 

• Florida State Minority Supplier Development Council (FSMSDC) 
• National Minority Supplier Development Council (NMSDC) & Regional affiliates 
• Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC) & Regional affiliates 
• U.S. Women’s Chamber of Commerce 
• National Women Business Owners Corporation (NWBOC) 
• NGLCC - National LGBT Chamber of Commerce 
• Disability:IN 
• U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 
• National Veteran-Owned Business Association (NaVOBA) 
• National Veteran Business Development Council (NVBDC) 

 
2. SUBCONTRACTOR EXPENDITURE REPORTS: As part of Moffitt’s Tier 2 reporting requirement 

process, the successful bidder/Respondent will be required to provide monthly Subcontract Expenditure 
Reports to Moffitt identifying certified MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBE participation that lists total 
payments made to Certified Diverse Vendors who are considered to be raw material suppliers, 

https://www.tampa.gov/msbd
https://www.tampa.gov/msbd
https://www.hillsboroughcounty.org/en/businesses/doing-business-with-hillsborough/minorities-and-women/action-folder/apply-for-new-minority-and-woman-business-certification
https://www.hillsboroughcounty.org/en/businesses/doing-business-with-hillsborough/minorities-and-women/action-folder/apply-for-new-minority-and-woman-business-certification
https://www.dms.myflorida.com/agency_administration/office_of_supplier_diversity_osd/get_certified
https://www.dms.myflorida.com/agency_administration/office_of_supplier_diversity_osd/get_certified
http://www.sba.gov/category/navigation-structure/8a-business-development-program
https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contracting-assistance-programs/women-owned-small-business-federal-contracting-program
https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contracting-assistance-programs/women-owned-small-business-federal-contracting-program
https://fsmsdc.org/certified-mbe/
https://fsmsdc.org/certified-mbe/
http://nmsdc.org/mbes/mbe-certification/
http://nmsdc.org/mbes/mbe-certification/
https://www.wbenc.org/certification/
https://www.wbenc.org/certification/
http://www.uswcc.org/certification
http://www.nwboc.org/apply.html
http://www.nwboc.org/apply.html
https://www.nglcc.org/get-certified
https://disabilityin.org/what-we-do/supplier-diversity/get-certified/
https://www.vetbiz.va.gov/vip/
https://navoba.org/certification/
https://navoba.org/certification/
https://nvbdc.org/certification-landing-page/
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manufacturers, and/or subcontractor(s), until 100% completion/delivery of the specific commodity or 
services outlined in this RFP and/or contract associated with this RFP is finalized.  The report shall 
include the names, addresses, type of service or commodity provided, dollar amount paid, payment date, 
check #, FEID #, name of certification entity, business diversity classification (MBE, WBE, VBE, SDVBE, 
LGBTBE, DOBE), and copy of vendor diversity certification for each vendor/subcontractor identified in the 
report. All Subcontractor Expenditure reports are also required to be turned in with all pay applications no 
later than the seventh (7th) business day of the calendar month, with a copy sent to Desiree Hanson, 
Manager, Supplier Diversity Program via email Desiree.Hanson@moffitt.org. Moffitt will be implementing 
an online diversity reporting system beginning August of 2022 and awarded vendor will be required to 
provide reporting online. 

 
 

IV. MOFFITT’S LISTING OF CERTIFIED DIVERSE VENDORS (MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE/LGBTBE/DOBE) 
DIRECTORY LISTINGS: Vendors seeking access to certified MBE, WBE, VBE, SDVBE, LGBTBE, and DOBEs 
that are currently registered with Moffitt for partnerships and subcontract opportunities have access to the 
Moffitt Certified Diversity Vendor Directory via the following link:  
 
• Moffitt - Supplier Diversity Vendor Directory 

 
 
Additional listings of certified Minority, Women, Veteran, and Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Business 
diversity directories can be found on our Moffitt website that include the State, City, County, Department of 
Veterans Affairs, etc., that can be accessed by utilizing the following links:  

• State of Florida 
• City of Tampa 
• Hillsborough County 
• U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 

 

mailto:Desiree.Hanson@moffitt.org
https://eforms.moffitt.org/MinorityVendorCertExternal/
https://osd.dms.myflorida.com/directories
https://osd.dms.myflorida.com/directories
https://tampa.diversitysoftware.com/FrontEnd/SearchCertifiedDirectory.asp?XID=4459&TN=tampa
https://tampa.diversitysoftware.com/FrontEnd/SearchCertifiedDirectory.asp?XID=4459&TN=tampa
https://hillsboroughcounty.diversitycompliance.com/FrontEnd/SearchCertifiedDirectory.asp?XID=5545&TN=hillsboroughcounty
https://www.vetbiz.va.gov/vip/




Clinical Care Patient Outcomes

* Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program (www.seer.cancer.gov (SEER* Stat 
Database: Incidence -SEER 18 Regs Research Data + Hurricane Katrina Impacted Louisiana Cases, 
Nov 2018 Sub (2000-2016), National Cancer Institue, DCCPS, Surveilance Research Program, 
Surveilance Systems Branch, released April 2019, based on the November 2018 submission.

Five-Year Survival Rates:
Moffitt vs. National Average

Moffitt Cancer Center
National Average
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Lung
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Colorectal
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50%

0%
Early Intermediate Advanced
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CANCER OUTCOMES UP TO 4X NATIONAL AVERAGES. 
From enhanced quality of life to complete remission, Moffitt 
is Florida’s top choice aiming to achieve the best outcome 
for each patient. 

Effective treatment starts with the right diagnosis. As with 
all types of cancer, an early diagnosis can increase the 
likelihood of a positive outcome. Our multispecialty medical 
professionals are dedicated to the treatment and research 
of cancer, and cancer only. By tailoring individualized care 
plans to unique patient needs, we aim for the best possible 
outcome from day one. 

To learn more, visit Moffitt.org/Outcomes.

We see patients from:

67 50
Florida 
Counties

States Countries

130+

New  
Patients

Surgical  
Cases

27K+ 12K+

598K+
Outpatient &

Screening Visits

86K+
Unique patients

seen last year

new patients – from outside of Florida – have 
traveled to Moffitt over the past six years.15,000+

FY22

Breast 14.6%
Skin** 9.8%
Prostate 8.6%
Lung/Bronchus 8.4% 
Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma 7.8%
Hemeretic 6.7%
Pancreas 4.2% 

Bladder 3.8%
Kidney and Renal Pelvis 3.4%
Colon 3.2%
Myeloma 3.2%
Corpus Uteri 2.2%
Other sites+ 24.0%

24.0%

14.6%

9.8%

8.6%

8.4%

7.8%6.7%4.2%
3.8%

3.4%
3.2%

3.2%
2.2%

*Includes analytic and non-analytic cases for accession year 2021. There were a total of 14,108 
analytic and non-analytic cases for accession year 2021. **Excludes basal cell and squamous 
cell carcinoma. +Does not include historical case count. Source: Cancer Registry

12 Most 
Frequent 
Cancer Sites* 

FY2022



National Designations

Moffitt is the only NCI-designated Comprehensive Cancer Center based in Florida. National 
Cancer Institute-designated Comprehensive Cancer Centers are recognized for their scientific 
excellence. They are a major source of discovery and development of more effective approaches 
to cancer prevention, diagnosis and treatment including access to a wide range of cutting-edge 
clinical trials. This national prestige attracts top physicians and scientists from around the world.

NCI
Designated

Comprehensive
Cancer Center

Moffitt is one of the 30 leading cancer centers in the U.S. participating in the NCCN. The 
nonprofit alliance is dedicated to patient care, research and education. Moffitt plays a critical 
role in improving the quality, effectiveness and efficiency of cancer care so that patients can live 
better lives. The center is also at the core of establishing national guidelines for cancer care.

MOFFITT IS A NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE CANCER 
NETWORK (NCCN) MEMBER

MOFFITT IS AWARDED NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE’S 
HIGHEST DESIGNATION

Locations and Partnerships

Clinical Partnerships
Advent Health
BayCare Health System
Memorial Health System

Moffitt Cancer Center 
at Magnolia Campus

Moffitt Cancer Center 
at International Plaza

Moffitt Cancer Center 
at McKinley Campus

Patient Care Locations
Moffitt Cancer Center 
at Wesley Chapel

Moffitt Malignant Hematology 
and Cellular Therapy 
at Memorial Health System

Moffitt Malignant Hematology 
and Cellular Therapy  

at Memorial Health System
HILLSBOROUGH CO.

PASCO CO.

Tampa
Bay

PINELLAS CO.

Wesley Chapel 
Campus

Magnolia 
Campus

McKinley 
Campus

International 
Plaza Campus

Area of detail

Scan for 
location details



Major Scientific Breakthroughs
Moffitt’s unparalleled research focuses on cutting-edge discoveries 
that can rapidly translate into improved diagnostic, preventative 
and therapeutic advancements. Recent major scientific 
breakthroughs include:

OVARIAN CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY ADVANCES
A team of researchers led by Robert Wenham, MD, chair of Moffitt’s Gynecologic Oncology 
program, will launch a CAR T clinical trial for patients with recurrent ovarian cancer. Based on 
discoveries from the laboratory of José Conejo-Garcia, MD, PhD, chair of Moffitt’s Immunology 
Department and co-leader of the Immuno-Oncology Program, this CAR treatment introduces 
follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) into T cells. 

COVID EFFECTS FOR CANCER PATIENTS
As researchers globally spent the past year working to understand and contain the COVID 
pandemic, Moffitt Cancer Center investigators broadened their focus to study COVID’s impact 
on cancer patients. Their research efforts include a study of 1,200 adults in Hillsborough 
County who had not received COVID vaccines to determine the level of immunity to the 
virus within our community, as led by Anna Giuliano, PhD, founding director of the Center for 
Immunization and Infection Research in Cancer. 

HPV VACCINATION IS THE KEY
Understanding HPV, its related cancers and the vaccines to stop it are the focus of the Center 
for Immunization and Infection Research in Cancer (CIIRC) at Moffitt Cancer Center. In June 
of 2020, Dr. Giuliano’s research was instrumental in securing FDA approval for expanded use 
of the HPV vaccine against certain head and neck cancers. The PREVENT HPV Cancers Act of 
2021, filed by U.S. Rep. Kathy Castor on March 4 - International HPV Awareness Day, aims to 
increase HPV vaccination in adolescents and adults, increase the number of women screened 
and treated for cervical cancer and fund research to improve screening and treatment 
modalities for HPV-related cancers. 

Research

1K+ Peer Reviewed  
Journal Articles

in extramural funding 
(as of 6/30/22)

$140400+ Active treatment 
clinical trials

2K+ Training Rotations

MILLION

5-year 
Innovation 

Office Index

U.S. patents 
issued

135

$199m
in global 
funding

Startups 
formed

4

246
Original 
U.S.patent 
applications

License 
agreements

59



with an average salary of $90,000+  
in fiscal year 2021, and generates more than

7,800+
A major economic engine that

employs more than

 in direct economic output

$2.4 BILLION

Community Benefit Financials FY2022 
excludes research funding

Cellular immunotherapy is an innovative 
treatment approach that harnesses the body’s 
own immune system to fight cancer. At Moffitt, 
we offer several types of cellular immunotherapy, 
including (CAR) T-cell therapy, (TCR) therapy, 
(TIL) therapy. These novel treatments are helping 
transform the landscape for many current and 
future cancer patients. 

CELL & TARGETED THERAPIES

At Moffitt, each patient’s treatment plan is 
individualized and collaboratively developed by 
a multispecialty team of experts. Moffitt has a 
robust portfolio of clinical trials and remains firmly 
established at the forefront of cancer research, we 
have opportunities for many patients who are at 
different points in their cancer journeys.

CLINICAL TRIALS

Moffitt is enhancing the consumer experience. 
Digital Innovation brings bold ideas into focus 
and delivers new digital experiences by leveraging 
iterative methodology, cutting edge technology, 
and consumer-first mentality. 

DIGITAL INNOVATION

Economic Impact

Join our mission today, 
Learn more at Moffitt.org/Careers

The Moffitt 
Difference

TOTAL COMMUNITY 
BENEFIT DOLLARS

$64,155,603

n MEDICAID SHORTFALLS 
The Medicaid program pays Moffitt 
less than it costs the organization 
to provide care to its Medicaid 
patients: 

$29,807,110 

n COMMUNITY-BUILDING 
ACTIVITIES  
Cost of developing community-
building programs and partnerships 
that address the root causes of 
health problems and offer the 
expertise and resources of the 
health care organization:  

 $67,524

n HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
EDUCATION  
Cost associated with clinical 
education and training for 
physicians and medical students not 
including government funding:  

 $3,706,864 

n COMMUNITY BENEFIT 
OPERATIONS  
Costs associated with community 
benefit strategy and operations, 
including assigned staff and 
community health needs 
assessment costs: 

$108,017

nn PATIENT FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
Total cost of services incurred by 
Moffitt to provide medical services 
to patients who are unable to pay:  

$29,546,230

n COMMUNITY HEALTH 
IMPROVEMENT SERVICES  
Cost of activities, events and in-kind 
donations carried out to improve the 
health of the community, beyond 
patient care:    

$919,858



Mission 
To contribute to the 
prevention and cure 
of cancer.

Vision 
Create revolutionary break-
throughs and innovations that 
rapidly impact and save lives.

MOFFITT CANCER CENTER’S PASCO COUNTY PROJECT – This community will become the 
embodiment of the new digital age of healthcare and a hub for international research and education. 
The epitome of the next generation of care & research, digitally connected to the community and 
the world. An epicenter of innovation and a healthcare think tank where thought leaders from around 
the globe come together. And an anchor where leading edge medicine, pharma, education, research, 
commerce and wellness intersect. 

It will be a place where open and vibrant spaces aim to bring people close to nature to further 
nurture innovation and creativity, with a balance of architectural and environmental features that will 
inspire those who work there to gather, innovate, discover and heal. We are looking for partners in 
healthcare, biotechnology, education, digital innovation, and retail to join us in this vision, working 
alongside one of the premier cancer research and treatment organizations in the world. 

   @ MoffittNews
  @ MoffittCancerCenter   

  @ Moffitt Cancer Center
  @ moffittcancercenter 

Moffitt’s Evolution Starts Now

Scan to learn more.

At the Forefront of Innovation

Patient experience focus with concierge-like 
services, comprehensive connectivity, high-tech 
focus, and curated data and related warehousing

16 million
SQUARE FEET 
OF RESEARCH

14,000 
new jobs

Larger than downtown Tampa, this 
will be one of the largest medical 
cities in the country

Located on 775 acres 
of land in Pasco County

Treatment capabilities and personalized 
oncology such as advanced particle therapies 
and personalized medicine access

Potential epicenters for research, data 
collection and digital technology; research 
entities to include non-Moffitt organizations

Environmental stewardship with focus on 
renewables, alternative energy, and goal of 
net-zero energy use 
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